
PROSTEP WOOD

NATURAL OAK
+ ALUMINIUM BASE

NATURAL OAK
+ ALUMINIUM BASE

 is a step nosing profile in real oak with aluminium base. Its 90° shape makes a perfect and 
elegant nosing for modern stairs and steps in ceramic-tile-terracotta-wood for indoor and outdoor environments. 
Attractive.

may be treated and painted subsequently at the time of laying, according to the finishes chosen 
for the staircase.

 è is a step nosing profile in real oak with aluminium base. Its rounded “torus/fret” shape 
makes a perfect and elegant nosing for stairs and steps in ceramic-tile-terracotta-wood for indoor and outdoor 
environments. Attractive.

may be treated and painted subsequently at the time of laying, according to the finishes 
chosen for the staircase.

Choose the PROSTEP WOOD with suitable height for the thickness
of the covering of the step or staircase. Apply the adhesive onto
the area of application of the profile.  Lay and align the profile,
cut to the necessary length, pressing the perforated flange into the 
adhesive. Lay the step covering, aligning it so that the top edge
of the profile is “flush” with the covering. Fill the profile/covering
area of contact with adhesive to prevent any infiltration.
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Choose the PROSTYLE WOOD with suitable height for the
thickness of the covering of the step or staircase. Apply the
adhesive onto the area of application of the profile. Lay and align 
the profile, cut to the necessary length, pressing the perforated 
flange into the adhesive. Lay the step covering, aligning it so
that the top edge of the profile is “flush” with the covering. Fill
the profile/covering area of contact with adhesive to prevent any 
infiltration.
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PROBRASTEP

KNURLED NATURAL AND POLISHED BRASS
NATURAL AND ANODISED SILVER ALUMINIUM

PROBRASTEP is a very elegant step nosing profile used to improve slip and slide resistance on the step. Made 
in natural and  polished brass or natural and anodised silver aluminium, the upper part is knurled to increase 
adherence. Compulsory in public buildings to comply with accident-prevention regulations. Recommended for 
elegant, refined surroundings and for steps in wood, tiles, melamine-coated/laminated wood, marble or natural 
stones. Width: 8, 10, 12.5 mm.

EXAMPLES AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR LAYING METHODS

1. Choose the PROBRASTEP in the required width and colour ac-
cording to the thickness of the tile (stairs). 2. First fix the riser part, 
placing it at the correct and final height. 3. Fill the empty spaces 
under the profile with the tile adhesive. 4. Apply the adhesive to 
the tread, lay the profile with the punched base fully sunk into the 
adhesive and align the profile so that its lip covers the edge of the 
riser tile. 5. Lay the tread tiles, aligning them so that they are flush 
with the upper and rear part of the profile and filling the internal 
part with adhesive. 
Oxidation marks in the polished/natural brass range may be easily 
removed with specific chemical products (Sidol-Smac).

PBPAN/AA 08

PBP/ON/AN/ 
AA 10

PBP/ON/AN/
AA 125

NATURAL BRASS thermo packed 5 Pcs 
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 20 Pcs - 54 lm

POLISHED BRASS thermo packed
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 20 Pcs - 54 lm

NATURAL ALUMINIUM thermo packed 5 Pcs
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 20 Pcs - 54 lm

ANODISED SILVER ALUMINIUM thermo packed
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 20 Pcs - 54 lm

Article H mm

PBPON 10 10

PBPON 125 12,5

Article H mm

PBPOL 10 10

PBPOL 125 12,5

Article H mm

PBPAN 08 8

PBPAN 10 10

PBPAN 125 12,5

Article H mm

PBPAA 08 8

PBPAA 10 10

PBPAA 125 12,5

COLOURS

ON - Natural brass OL - Polished brass AN - Natural aluminium AA - Anodised silver aluminium

H 8 mm

H 10 mm

H 12,5 mm

= On demand, price and delivery time to be agreed.


